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Cylindrical Screen, Style 'A'

Slanted Type Basket, Style 'B'

Basket Type, Style 'C'

Replacements for Any Major Competitor's Model Strainer
Titan FCI can manufacture replacements, for not only Titan strainers, but for other companies' strainers as well!
In many cases, all Titan needs is the model number, size, and perforation. We can also provide a blank speciﬁcation
sheet, Titan Straining Element Design Speciﬁcation, to help identify the exact design and dimensional data
required. These sheets are conveniently available online at www.titanfci.com or by calling (910) 735-0000. Titan
makes it easy to order the straining element you need!

Made in Lumberton, NC

High Quality, American-Made Screens and Baskets

Titan Flow Control, Inc. proudly
manufactures its baskets and
screens at its own facility in
Lumberton, NC.
From cutting the perforation to
welding on a handle, Titan's
highly experienced staff creates each screen
and basket with care and precision. Once
completed, all screens and baskets are then
inspected based on their design requirements
before being shipped to the customer.

Titan FCI manufactures special screens and
baskets for extreme pipeline conditions.
Pictured above are screens made of
wedgewire straining material which
provides great strength and durability while
maintaining a large open-area ratio.

Titan for large quantities

Titan for large baskets and screens

Titan FCI's factory is capable of fulﬁlling all
sizes of screen and basket orders. No order
is too large - in size or in quantity! Titan
prides itself in its ability to provide for each
customer's individual needs.

For more information on screen and basket selection, see Titan's Screen and Basket Selection Guide
available at www.titanfci.com or in the Technical Data Section of the catalog.
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Your Pipeline To The Future!

Because Titan manufactures replacement
baskets and screens in-house, Titan is able to
provide them to its customers at a low cost AND
at the highest quality. Additionally, Titan's inhouse manufacturing ensures that a variety of
options are available upon demand, including
a wide selection of specialty perforations
and meshes, dutchweave meshes, magnetic
screen assemblies, drilled or wedgewire
screens, pleated straining elements, and much
more.

Titan for wedgewire & special materials
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Your Pipeline To The Future!
Titan can provide the screen and basket
replacements you need, when you need them.
Short lead times result in less downtime for you!

Extensive Inventory of Pre-Made Screens and Baskets
Titan FCI keeps thousands of manufactured screens and baskets in stock!
By maintaining an inventory of the most common screen and basket sizes in
standard perforations, Titan is able to meet the high demand for replacements
as they are needed. Not only does this allow Titan to ship the standard screens
and baskets right away, it also allows Titan's screen department to concentrate
on unique or large orders and to prepare them quickly as well.

Wide Variety of Perforations and Meshes in Stock
Titan stocks many standard and non-standard perforations and meshes so that
the raw sheet materials are available when a basket or strainer is ordered.
Consult a Titan sales representative to determine the opening size and material
necessary for each application. More information is included in Titan's Screen
and Basket Selection Guide in the Technical Section of the catalog and online
at www.titanfci.com.

Next Day Replacement Baskets and Screens Available
Titan can ship out many orders next day (or possibly same day!). Because
many replacement screens and baskets are pre-made, Titan can offer next
day services for most of Titan's wye, basket, and duplex strainer models with
standard screens and baskets. Titan is often capable of shipping screens
and baskets in 4 to 6 HOURS while most competitors quote replacement lead
times of 4 to 6 weeks! Call a Titan sales representative to check availability
and delivery for your next replacement screen or basket requirement!

Knowledgeable sales and engineering staff
Customer service is a priority at Titan Flow Control.

Titan FCI employs a sales and engineering staff with many years of experience
in the industry. If you have any questions about screens or baskets, Titan will
help you ﬁnd the answer. Titan can help engineer screens and baskets for
unique applications and designs. Your phone call will never be answered by
an automated recording, but always by a real live person at Titan's ofﬁces
located in Lumberton, NC.
Your Titan Flow Control
Sales Representative:
If you need help contacting
your local representative,
call Titan Flow Control at
(910) 735-0000.
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